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Summary 

In secondary school physics there are only fields more or less well describable by linear 

interrelations almost exclusively. Problems occurring in practice not solvable in closed 

structure at elementary level are either left out or included in the curriculum only with rough 

negligence (e.g. freefall and throwing in the air). 

As computers are well-spread these days phenomena might be interesting for secondary 

school students can also be studied. School experiments done either by teachers 

demonstratively or by students are known as encouraging activities, yet, they happen less and 

less frequently.  

In my dissertation I exposed a few segments of the after school activities my students and 

I have been doing in study groups and in scientific student workshops for the last six years in 

the Grammar School of Szent László Művelődési Központ.  

In the first three parts I gave a sample of measurements done by students with the help of 

computer based on well-known methods though but their application to non-linear procedures 

in secondary school is considered innovative. During these activities students are doubly 

motivated as they combine experiments and measurements with the computer use familiar to 

them in everyday practice. They are fully aware that whatever they can see on the screen is 

not a virtual world produced by clever programmers but they are the ones who control the 

procedure, they set the initial parameters and reproduce the various characteristics of the 

motion on graphs.  

In the fourth part of my dissertation I introduce the numerical methods illustrated by 

examples that I and the students have been using for solving motion equations with the help 

of computer in student workshop. I also included computerised solution of motion equations 

and their reproduction on graphs the conception of which can only been discussed in lessons 

in a radically simplified way. The approach to the method appeared in the mid 1980s already, 

now with teaching physics with the help of computer its renaissance can start off, it can be an 

inspiring asset to make physics likable. 

Students will find out about the effectiveness of the method, its limits and faults. In this 

respect the comparison of the measurement and simulation described in the 5th chapter of the 



dissertation is especially significant. They will learn that we cannot take all the effects and 

initial conditions into account but the solution of the problem can be approached by refining 

the equations and the numerical method rather well. They get acquainted with and understand 

the presentation in phase space and the notion of attractors. During analysing measurements 

and simulations they learn that the appearance of dynamic chaos is not at all scarce in the case 

of real motions. They have performed countless experiments with pendulum in workshops 

(and often in study groups). Of these I told about the measurements and analyses made with 

the double thread pendulum, the driven damped pendulum and the magnetic pendulum in the 

first three chapters and in chapter 5. 

The efficiency of the work of nurturing talents summarized in the dissertation is proved 

by the students’ success. In the sixth section I review that the popularity of the “Physics 

Show” organized annually has been growing among the students and the residents of the 

town.  Students belonging to the study groups or workshops take part in regional and national 

competitions and students’ conference. 

In our school, in Szent László Általános Művelődési Központ in Baja teaching natural 

sciences and nurturing talents have an emphasised role. The work of the physics study group 

and the science workshop is supported morally and also financially by the institute, which –to 

my hopes- will make it possible to continue the job. Beyond long standing topics and methods 

beside mechanical motions I plan to extend the syllabus to studying non-linear phenomena in 

magnetism and thermodynamics as well as building and examining non-linear circuits. 

I regard as important that the methods of nurturing talents proved to be successful in Baja 

should be utilized by other schools too. Previously I already gave lectures demonstrated with 

measurements with my students in teachers’ forums.  

Based on my experience I plan to summarise the programme of Mandelbrot Science 

Workshop in the form of curriculum recommendation and teachers’ guide.  In the methodical 

specialization for teachers I would describe in details how students worked processing the 

materials not included in secondary school curriculum. Beyond reviewing the experiments 

and the measurements the background knowledge will also be presented. 

 

 

 

 

 


